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	2017 January Cisco Official New Released 500-215 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!  

You can prepare for Cisco 500-215 exam with little effort because Lead2pass is now at your service to act as a guide to pass Cisco

500-215 exam. Our Cisco 500-215 braindumps are rich in variety. We offer Cisco 500-215 PDF dumps and Cisco 500-215 VCE.

Both are the newest version.      Following questions and answers are all new published by Cisco Official Exam Center: 

http://www.lead2pass.com/500-215.html   QUESTION 11    Which option lists the types of card that fit into the front of the Cisco

ASR 5000 chassis?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; gigabit Ethernet cards    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; fan cards and line cards    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; line cards and application cards     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; system management cards and packet service

cardsAnswer: D     QUESTION 12     Which option is a characteristic of the online software upgrade on the Cisco ASR 5000 Series?

 A.&#160;&#160;&#160; The online upgrade allows active sessions to be maintained until they are self-terminated (subscriber ends

the session) or meet the optionally defined upgrade-limit values.    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; The system accepts new sessions during

the online upgrade.     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; The final step is to migrate active PSCs to standby PSCs.    

D.&#160;&#160;&#160; The online upgrade should not be performed during a planned maintenance window.  Answer: A    

QUESTION 13     Which card is used in the Cisco ASR 5000 model to manage system functions?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; line

card    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; PSC     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; SMC     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; RCC  Answer: C     QUESTION

14     Which two descriptions of the Cisco ASR 5000 are true? (Choose two.)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; ideal for medium

throughput deployments    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; can be marketed for all 3G deployments     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; highly

centralized architecture     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; can be marketed for all 4G deployments     E.&#160;&#160;&#160; target subs

3M to 10M per chassis     F.&#160;&#160;&#160; 15G ?80G performance  Answer: BD     QUESTION 15     What are two

characteristics of NPU FastPath? (Choose two.)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Available on Cisco ASR 5000 SGSN systems only.   

B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Supports periodic, intra-SGSN, and inter-SGSN RAUs.     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Optimizes resource

usage and reduces latency when processing GTP-U packets.     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Provides network overload protection.    

E.&#160;&#160;&#160; Supports traffic policing and shaping.     F.&#160;&#160;&#160; Supports subscriber monitoring. 

Answer: AC     QUESTION 16     In which two ways do subscriber-aware stateful firewalls complement Internet firewalls? (Choose

two.)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; resolves the stateless issue with Internet firewalls    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; provides QoS support

on a per-subscriber or per-group basis     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; provides granular support for per-subscriber or per-group firewall

rules     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; enables user-specific event correlation     E.&#160;&#160;&#160; enables user-specific throttling 

Answer: CD     QUESTION 17     Which three sections are standard CLI command prompts on the Cisco ASR 5000? (Choose

three.)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; software version indicator    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; system host name    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; command mode indicator     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; time stamp indicator     E.&#160;&#160;&#160;

user privilege indicator  Answer: BCE     QUESTION 18     Which two statements about Cisco SGSN are true? (Choose two.) 

A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cisco SGSN can support 2G or 4G Cisco SGSN instances on a single Cisco ASR 5000    system    

B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cisco SGSN adheres to defined 3GPP standards for mobility management, packet data, and accounting    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cisco SGSN supports paging, authentication, and P-TMSI reallocation     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cisco

SGSN supports single Cisco SGSN and GGSN instances on multiple Cisco ASR 5000 requests  Answer: BC     QUESTION 19    

Which Cisco GGSN task is used to generate a list of current session manager tasks to aid in system recovery? 

A.&#160;&#160;&#160; imsimgr    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; aamgr     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; sessmgr    

D.&#160;&#160;&#160; gtpcmgr  Answer: D     QUESTION 20     Which statement about SS& message routing and addressing

methods is true?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; The SGSN does not know the subscriber IMSI    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Messages can

be addressed in two ways: by IMSI and by GTT     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; All configuration areas are required, especially if the

routing is based purely on DPC+SSN     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; There are three ways to address an SS7 message: by IMSI, by

GTT and by DPC + SSN  Answer: D      Cisco Certification 500-215 certificate are those engaged in IT industry's dream. You need

to choose the professional training by Lead2pass Cisco 500-215 dumps. Lead2pass will be with you, and to ensure the success

wherever you may increase pursuit your career. Let Lead2pass take all your heart, let the dream to reality!      500-215 new questions

on Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDNmdVbXFrM3FsN3c   2017 Cisco 500-215 exam dumps (All

55 Q&As) from Lead2pass:   http://www.lead2pass.com/500-215.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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